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BTEC Sport Unit 2
Big Questions
1.

What is the difference between a rule and regulation and how are they applied in
sports?

2.

What are the roles and responsibilities of officials in different sports?

3.

How could technology enhance the game in a range of sports?

4.

How do the physical components of fitness apply to a range of sports?

5.

How do we classify skills?

6.

How can tactics be applied to a range of sports and what is there effect does this
have on performance?

7.

How do we quantify a good performance?

8.

How can we use data to inform us of our strengths and weaknesses?

9.

How do I improve my performance?

Assignments

Learning Aim A- Understand the rules, regulations and scoring systems for selected
sports (Powerpoint)
Explain the Rules, Regulations and scoring systems of two sports.
Explain the roles and responsibilities of the officials and the scoring systems in those
two selected sports
Compare and Contrast the scoring system, officials in the two selected sports
and suggest how the games can be improved.

Learning Aim B- Practically demonstrate skills, techniques and tactics in selected sports
(Word Document and Practical Performance)
Describe the physical components of fitness, technical and tactical demands of two
selected sports.
Demonstrate the ability to use skills, techniques and tactics effectively in two sports.
Learning Aim C- Be able to review sports performance (Word Document)
Independently produce an observation checklist that can be used to review your own
performance in two selected sports.
Analyse strengths and areas for improvement in two selected sports, justifying
recommended activities to improve own performance.

Key Content

Topic A.1 Components of physical fitness
Topic A.2 Components of skill-related fitness
Topic A.3 Why fitness components are important for successful participation in given sports
Topic A.4 Exercise intensity
Topic A.5 The basic principles of training (FITT)
Topic A.6 Additional principles of training

Topic B.1 Requirements for fitness training methods
Topic B.2 Additional requirements for each of the fitness training methods
Topic B.3 Fitness training methods
Topic C.1 Fitness test methods for components of fitness
Topic C.2 Importance of fitness testing to sports performers and coaches
Topic C.3 Requirements for administration of each fitness test
Topic C.4 Interpretation of fitness test results
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Key Content

Rules, Laws, Regulations, Scoring Systems, Application of Rules, Sports, Rolls and
Responsibility of Officials, Components of Physical Fitness, Technical and Tactical
demands, Tactics, Techniques, Competitive, Observation Checklist, Review.

Key words

 National Governing Body (NGB): an organisation responsible for the
promotion and development of a particular sport at a national level.
 International Governing Body (IBG): an organisation responsible for the
promotion and development of a particular sport at an international level. E.g.
FIFA
 Regulations: rules in sport that are controlled by an authority.
 Officiate: to administer the rules and control the game, race or match.
 Criteria: a standard by which a sports performer is judged.
 Official: a representative of a National Governing Body who applies the rules
of a specific sport in competitive situations.
 Role: the actions and activities assigned or required or expected of a person.
 Sanction: a penalty which is awarded against a sports performer for breaking a
rule.
 Third Umpire: an off-field umpire who makes the final decision in questions
referred to him by the two on-filed umpires. TV replays are available to assist
in the decision making.
 Video referee: some sports allow referees to consult replay footage before
making or revising a decision about unclear play.
 Invasion Games: a game in which teams have to get into their opponents' area
in order to score.
 Conditioned Practices: practices with special rules or restrictions that support
a development of skill, technique or tactic.

Key content knowledge

 Can you perform the basic skills in your two sports? E.g. Catching, throwing, kicking.
 Can you perform these in a small sided game and a full size game?
 Do you know the rules of the sport? Can you demonstrate these in a game situation?
Could you officiate a game using these rules?

Practical assessment practice

Key questions:
Can you summarise five major rules that you are required to know and understand in order
to play your chosen sport?
What is the role of a National Governing Body?
What is the NGB in the United Kingdom for athletics?
For your own sport, provide a list of the equipment which is required in line with the rules
of the sport and the equipment that players wear in order to protect themselves from
injury.
List three officials required in your own selected sport.
Can you think of any methods of developing the scoring systems within each sport to make
the sport more entertaining?

Key parts of your research for your two sports:
National Governing Bodies, Unwritten Rules, Playing Surfaces, Equipment, Health and
Safety, Facilities, Scoring System, Roles of Officials, Use of Technology, Decision Making,
Effective use of skills, techniques and tactics, Demands, Activities to improve performance.

Essential components

UNIT 2: PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE IN SPORT
Content Knowledge

Key Content

Key Content - LA A

Rules
Football

Netball

Rounders

Throw in

Offside

No ball—high/low

Indirect free kick

Football

No ball—body ball

Direct free kick

3 second rule

No ball—wide

Penalty

Over a third

Backwards hit

Corner kick

Obstruction

Caught out

Goal kick

Centre Pass

Stumped out

Offside

Relayed ball

Overtaking when running

Handball

Short pass

Obstruction

Obstruction

Contact

Running on inside of post

Kick off

Throw in

Dropped bat

Regulations
Dimensions and size of pitch.
Number of players on a team
Squad size.
Equipment needed by players.
Size of equipment for different age groups.
Time of game.
Playing surface.
Officials required.

Useful Links
Rules of football—http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/lawsandrules
Rules of netball— http://netball.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/INF-Rules-of-Netball-2018-Edition-text.pdf
Rules of rounders— https://www.theukrules.co.uk/rules/sport/rounders/index.html
Rules of rounders—https://www.roundersengland.co.uk/play/rounders-rules/

Key Content - LA B

Football
Discrete

Serial

Continuous

Passing the ball

Corner

Running/ jogging

Heading

Free Kick

Sprinting

Tackling

Goal kick

Shooting

Step overs when dribbling

Control

Control and volley

Diving save (GK)

Dribbling

Rounders
Discrete

Serial

Continuous

Bowling

Stumped out

Running around the bases

Forehand hit

Pick up and throw

Running after the ball

Backhand hit

Turn and throw

Running to a post- fielding

Catch

Catch and throw

Throw

Netball
Discrete

Serial

Continuous

Chest pass

Pivoting and pass

Running into space

Bounce pass

Catching on the move (landing)

Running away from marker

Overhead pass
Shoulder pass
Shooting
Catching
Rebound ball
Defending/ blocking (not obstruction)

Running towards attacker

Key Content - LA B
Tactics
Football

Rounder’s

Netball

Formation(s)

Types of bowl

Double marking

1-2

Backhand

Centre pass

Free kicks routines

Placement of ball

Shielding the ball

Corners routines (quick ball,

Running at bases

Marking- player marking

Goal Kick

Throwing the second

Set pieces- backline ball

Time wasting

Fielding to stop scoring

Side line ball

Zonal/ man to man marking

Fielding to stump out

Bounce of the post

Overlap

Fielding when hit behind

Adapting positions

Edge of the box defending
Off-side
Counter attack
Long ball
Use of width
Team selection
Penalty shooter order
Double marking

Useful Links
Football Tactics—https://blog.pitchero.com/football-tactics-explained
Football Tactics—https://www.fourfourtwo.com/features/football-tactics-formations-explained-442-433-451-4231most-common-how-beat-them
Netball Tactics—https://englandnetballcoaching.wordpress.com/2015/11/10/top-10-on-the-10th-tactics/
Rounders game ideas—https://www.roundersengland.co.uk/play/rounders-rules/

Key Content

